AGENDA

I. Introduction – 15 minutes (8:30-8:45)
   a. Welcoming Statements + Overview of the Day

II. Building the Team | Why It’s Important for Me to Be Here Today & Setting Our Intention – 30 minutes (8:45-9:15)
    a. Personal & Collective Reflection

III. Looking Back to Build Forward | Our Work to Date – 45 minutes (9:15-10:00)
    a. (45 min.) SPK Actions to Date (What was said in the plan, what has been done to date in alignment with the plan)

IV. Today’s Work | 2Gen (What was said, what is happening) – 30 minutes (10:00-10:30)

V. Break – 15 minutes (10:30-10:45)

VI. Envisioning the Future – 1 hours 30 minutes (10:45-12:15)
    a. Setting the stage for next steps while clarifying role(s) of Organizing Committee (Agenda setting, Funding, Advisory)

VII. Summary and Next Steps – 15 minutes (12:15-12:30)